1 Introduction

Italy has almost 80 Universities and a comparable number of Schools/Departments of Computer Science and Engineering. The Italian Association for Artificial Intelligence (AI*IA) has hundreds of members, many of them working in academia. It is therefore conceivable that many AI courses are offered from Italian universities, but how many of them? How many students attend an AI course each year? Is AI taught only at the undergraduate level?

The purpose of this paper is to give an answer to such (and other) questions. We present the results of a survey about teaching AI in Italian universities. The survey has been done by sending a questionnaire by email to the mailing list of the AI*IA, and storing responses in a database. The results are encouraging, and show that teaching AI is very active, involving dozens of universities, teachers, and courses. More than three thousand students attend a course in AI every year.

In what follows we present the methodology that has been used for collecting data (the questions, the recipients, ...) and explain how the answers have been collected and the results obtained. Some comments conclude the paper.

2 Methodology

The questionnaire, originally written in Italian, contained seventeen questions, and is shown in Figure 1.

The questionnaire has been sent to the mailing list of AI*IA, which reaches all members of the Association. The accompanying message asked each recipient to pass the questionnaire to any interested colleague. The recipients had about one month to fill the form and to send it back.

We received answers from about 45 people, many answers containing more than one form. Some non-members of the mailing list sent forms. Some forms were incomplete, missing data about, e.g., number of students.

3 Results

For facilitating data processing, the answers were stored in a relational database. The conceptual schema of the database is shown in Figure 2.

We ran a number of SQL queries, reported in the following along with answers.

Number of cities in which AI courses are offered: 17.

Number of universities in which AI courses are offered: 19.

Number of AI courses offered: 73.

“Pure” AI: 42.

“Some” AI contents: 31.

Number of curricula involved: 45.

Undergraduate: 17.

Graduate: 22.

Master: 2.

PhD: 4.

Number of teachers involved: 58.

Most frequent course names, with occurrences:

Artificial Intelligence: 20.

Robotics: 3.

Automated Learning: 2.

Automated Reasoning: 2.

Knowledge Engineering: 2.

Foundations of Artificial Intelligence: 2.

Names of schools in which AI courses are offered:
**Figure 1:** The questionnaire distributed by email.

- Engineering.
- Information Engineering.
- Mathematical, Physical, and Natural Sciences.
- Computer Science.
- Information Science.
- Informatics Science and Technology.
- Computational Logic.
- Literature and Philosophy.
- Philosophy.
- Business.

Universities and Schools with “Curriculum with AI track”:
- Average number of students: 43.7.
- Average number of credits for each course: 5.4.
- Average number of hours in class for each course: 46.6.
  - For “some AI contents” courses: 42.3.
  - “AI hours” for “some AI contents” courses: 25.2.
- Average number of years since the course started: 4.0.

Most popular textbooks, with number of courses:
- Bolzano/Bozen, Computer Science.
  - [3]: 25.
- Pavia, Engineering.
  - [1]: 5.
  - [2]: 3.
- Milan Polytechnical, Computer Engineering.
- Palermo, Engineering.
- Rome “La Sapienza”, Engineering.
4 Conclusions

This paper illustrates the results of a survey on teaching AI in Italian universities done among members of the AI^IA. We solicited (and received) data from non-members as well.

The results of the survey show that AI is taught in one Italian university out of four (19 total), that every involved university has three AI teachers, offers an average of two "pure AI" courses and 1.5 courses with AI contents. Typically, AI topics cover half of the latter kind of courses. The courses are typical of the Italian university: about 50 hours in class and 5 credits. AI courses are given at all education levels (undergraduate/graduate/master/PhD), and concentrate at the graduate (Laurea Specialistica) level. AI courses are offered, as expected, from Engineering and Science schools, but also from Philosophy and Business.

AI teaching is young, the average number of years since a course is offered being 4. AI courses tend to be popular, enrolling more than 40 students on average. Summing up, more than three thousand students attend an AI course each year.
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